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At the peak of the pandemic first wave, the number of SARS-CoV-2 related research publications 
increased rapidly, with a doubling time of less than 14 days

Due to potential increased risks of therapy and strained healthcare resources, numerous expert 
groups recommended serious consideration of delay or alteration to regular radiation 
fractionation schedules, including the use of hypofractionated radiotherapy

This study aimed to identify all COVID-19 related dose-fractionation recommendations published 
to June 1 2020, to assess the quality of evidence for these schedules, and compare with the 
highest level of evidence for routinely used fractionation schedules

Analyses were in aggregate without detailed focus on the nuances of specific disease conditions



Experts named and graded the highest quality schedule(s) in routine use and then independently 
rated each of the recommended fractionation schedules before convening to agree consensus 
scores

One rating scale was used. The ASTRO scale defines four levels of quality of evidence: high, 
moderate, low and expert opinion. High = 2 or more well conducted RCTs or meta-analyses of 
such trials

Shifts in quality of evidence scores ‘pre-COVID’ versus ‘in-COVID’ were compared within and 
between disease sites. Analyses were also made with weighted shifts to recognise the hierarchy 
between changes e.g., high to moderate (3) > low to opinion (1), and assigned a score from 6 to 1



All 233 dose fractionation schedules and the expert individual and consensus rated scores 
are available in the supplementary materials
Aggregated quality ratings were grouped as disease-site specific curative, disease-site 
specific palliative, general palliative (e.g., bone mets) and curative intent cutaneous 
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Scatter regression plot, diagonal with a slope of 1 represents no change in evidence level 
from pre-COVID to in-COVID 
All plots for curative-intent schedules (except cutaneous) fall below the diagonal with a 
universal shift to a lower quality of evidence (regression lines’ slopes to diagonal, p<0.01)



Curative intent consensus scores: shits in the 
quality of evidence from the highest quality 
curative-intent schedules to the highest-rated 
and most frequently recommended COVID-era 
schedules within each disease site

Size of bubble is proportionate to the weight of 
the shift

Variance amongst weights non-significant, but 
difference above a below the median shift of 3 
was significant (p<0.00001)

Where shifts from high to low or expert opinion, 
this was acknowledged in consensus statements, 
to maintain standard treatments where possible

In the setting of resources constraints, shorter 
fractionation schedules potential for greatest 
impact in high volume cancers e.g., breast 



Limitations

Timing with respect to pandemic (Dec 2019 – June 2020)

Body of published literature not all hypo-fractionated schedules

Number of expert panellists 

Single rating system

Analyses in aggregate without detailed focus on disease-specific nuances 



Value in coordinating and integrating responses to provide rationalisation and harmonisation 
of recommendations 

Unclear to what extent changes in practice were implemented on a regional or national level

Unknown whether individual local control or toxicity outcomes were compromised for risk 
mitigation or to manage constrained resources

Real-world application and impact on patient outcomes will be a subject of future work
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